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TAXONOMY AND EVOLUTION 

A REJOINDER 

THE writer has great sympathy with, inueh of what "'X" has 
to say on the above subject in a recent n~umlber of the AMERICAN 
NATURALIST (VOL. XLVIII, 369-382) .1 Needless to say, however, 
he can not agree with all. True there is mnuch in systematic 
zoology that is slipshod, but till statistics can be produced to 
show that t'hbe percentaage of slipshod work prodneed by sys- 
tematic zoologists is. higher than in other fields of zoology, the 
writer of this article hjas a temporary residence in Missouri. 
I-e is of the opinion, also, that as great a percentage -of the w-ork 
of the systenmatic zoologist will stand the test of time ais the work 
of the anatolnist or any other worker in tfhe field of zoology and 
proposes to remain of that opinion until ti-me, the great leveler, 
proves to the contraryr. 

Linnmus is apparently not the only genius that has left the 
back door open and that hals "been followed by a crowd of other 
workers eager to attaill to imluortality," as witness the great 
Mass of hallf-digejsted literature on genetics, say, that lbas; been 
crowded into the past ten or a dozen years. It would be a sad 
state of affairs indeed' if syste'inatics as a, Wlhole were not in- 
proving. That there have been occasional backwardd steps there 
is no doubt, but oln the whole 'the progress has been forward. 
I hardly 'believe that even the systemsatists 'are as big fools as 
"X" pictures them to be, for I have yet to, discover in miy 
rambles a svstematist who belie-ved that his work was final. 
I-leaven forbid. The czair in zoological noomenclature may arise 
and issue his fiat, ibut there will be later czars who will, do away 
with them. For surely "X" would i not have us believe that the 
day will ever dawni in this world when all things are settled. 
My shorter catechism is somewhat awry, but surely such a happy 
state is reserved for the Great Beyond. 

Without wish ingr to 'disispara-'e the mniodern workers T wish to 
say that some of the older workers did write "careful desecrip- 
tions, " as witness the following case which has been called to my 

1 The present paper was written in July, 1914, soon 'after reading the 
paper by "X.IX It was laid away but aow that it is more than four years 
old '' goig onl fite, as children say, it seems best to submit it f or publi- 
cation. 
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attention. One of the early systematic entomnologists described 
a species, on external clh aracters only, in about three lines. 
Later entomologists were puzzled because the species had charac- 
ters co-mmon to two widely separated genera; and one systemlatist 
said it belonged to one genus, and another said to a widely 
divergent genus, while a third said it was simply another name 
for a coninion form. Yet, behold, when the species was redis- 
coveredc it wats found to, belong to, a ne~w genus with characters 
common to the two widely divergent general. NOW, what's the 
answer, certainly the original description must have been a good 
one otherwise how could workers nearly 'a century later rec-- 
ognize the characters ? 

Isolated quotations from descriptions of any species look 
ridiculous (p. 370), but no more so than isolated quotations 
from the work of ecologist, neurologist or what not. A kindly 
feeling for my fellow workers in other fields and for the editor 
of the AMERICAN NATURALIST stays mle from quoting at length 
and verbatim. Fortuanately "X" has sufficiently concealed his 
identity so that I can not quote some of his own discussions 
until he yawns. Neither is my soul mnore deeply stirred by con- 
templating the poor hymenopterist, squinting at his box of dried 
"bugis "' stuck on pins; than it is by the poor hunchbacked short- 
sighted cytologist (let us say) who, peering through his high 
power compound microscope, imagines that the world is circuln- 
scribed by his field of view and that.t a cell, or a nucleus, or a 
chromosome, is all there is to zoology. 

`X" seems to deplorelthe fact of specialization in zoology andc 
at the same time seems to ignore 'the fact that it is along these 
lines that the world moves. Why gh'ould we not have neurolo- 
gists, taxonomists, hemipterists, ete., in zoology just as we have 
nasons, carpenters, roofers, painters, tinners, etc. How many 
railroads would have been built in this 'world or how much 
progress would have 'been made in lany other line of human en- 
deavor if every -man haid to be a jaick-of-all-traidesi? Do we hire 
a man to 'build us a house? Most certainly not. We hire a 
brick mason to lay the foundation, aa carpenter to erect the 
frame, another one to put on the weather boarding, and still 
another to do the finishing inside; and so on until our house is 
finished and the whole structure stands 'only as long as the work 
of each one of these indivIidual workers will stand. So it seems 
to ine it is in zoology, the systematist lays the foundation upon 
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which the whole structure is raised. And while the whole 
method -of systematic zoology is open to criticism by anatomists, 
or what not, yet a certain amount. of systematic work must be 
done before the ianatom.tlist can develop his work. If we take 
this position it seems to mne -that we must grant that the sys- 
tematist must be far to the forefront, well in advance of the 
workers in other fields. An-d certainly this muchl must be said 
in his favor that he has turned out enough "'new species" in 
the last few years to keep the rest of the zoologists busy for a 
year or two. 

''X's' whole attitude is that the systematist makes mi-istakes 
and that he sticks only to external characters. In regard to the 
first I would eall "X 's'' attention to the fact that anatomists a 
little less than 300 years ago believed the arteries carried air, not 
blood. And it seeems to me if we go back about 250 years we find 
one Robert Hooke describing "little 'boxes emptyt) of cells dis- 
tiuct one from another"; andcl wasn't it only about half a century 
ago that the cytologist ;awa-kened to the fact that the boxes were 
not as em-pty as might seem? Now the question to my mind is 
this, would we know as i-nu-tch about cytology as we know to-day, 
if Hlooke hlald not discovered his eanipty boxes? I think not., 
And as a necessary corollary would we know as much about the 
animal world as we now know if systemnatists h~ad not described 
new species? I think not. The fundamental basis of systematic 
work, it seems to me, must always be external eharaacters, though 
they miay be variable and unsatisfactory in milany respects. 
What we ,all want and what I believe all systematists are striving 
for thougTh some of their strivings miay be misdirected is, along 
other things, ease of identification which, to, my mind, implies 
reference to external characters. I see a woodpecker sitting in 
a tree and identify 'him as a yellow-bellierd salpsucker by the fact 
that -he has, among other characters, a white stripe down his 
wings. Very unscientific, I grant, but highly satisfactory to me 
if I am collecting not sapsuckers but downy woocdpeekers. Also 
to the sapsucker if the alternate character which enabled mie to 
identify him was the presence of extra smllall convolutions on his 
cerebellum. 

I make my plea for systematic zoology as systematic zoology, 
not for its phylogeneticc classification of animals," nor for its 
bearing on geographical ddistribution, variation or heredity or 
anything else. The description of' " 560 new species of Zonitidge" 
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may not seem soul-inspiring work to " X, " but to the describer 
it may have been exceedingly so. The description of 560 new 
species of Zonitidc makes it possible for some student of vaa- 
riation or of " phylogenetic Ielassification " to work 'on the Zonitidte 
in a, way that would not have been possible if' these 560 "new 
species" had not been described, and no one man would have 
been able to describe the 560 new species and work their em- 
bryology, internal a-natomy, neurology, ecology, geographical dis- 
tribulation, behavior, variation, mendelian relations, etc., and live 
to tell the tale. 

Furthermore, if there is any mnan that has the aptitude to 
describe "560 new species of Zonitidae" my benediction is "let 
him go to it." And while 585 of his "560 new species" may 
prove to be false alarms that have never been turned in, at the 
saine time it does not seem to have occurred to "X" that he may 
be doing much less harn thusly employed than if he were 
rampant with scissors, scalpels and needles, or- with killing 
agents, stains, and ia microtome trying to discover the true in- 
wardness of the ZonitidPe. I do not want to, be misjudged by 
any one wlho -may think that I am making a, plea, for slipshod 
work, but I do want to make ,a plea. for the, isolated worker who 
is plodding away in his own particular field without hope of 
reward or recompense in this day or generation. Let us be very 
careful iahout setting our stamp upon .a thing as worth while 
or not worth while. Mendel, the poor isolatedd monk, working 
away with his peas, never dared dream, I venture to say, that 
his work would revolutilonize the biological thought of the 
twentieth century. Thus "X" ma~y have the misfortune to view 
in a future reincarnation the sad) spectacle of the zoologists of 
say 200 years hence loudly acclaiming the .good work of the 
describer of the 560 new species of Zonitidae, while -at the same 
time they point with scorn to the work of the anatomist who 
discovered (?) that thle digestive system of the Zonitide runs 
up hill. 

The writer has the fortune or misfortune, as pleases your 
point of view, to be the entomologist of a state experiment 
station. His principal duties as entomologist are the intensive 
studies of two widely separated species of extremely injurious 
insects. This work is carried on under the Adams Fund by 
grants from thfe United States Department o;f Agriculture. Both 
projects, were so outlined as to involve everything about these 
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two insects that could be discovered by the writer; internial 'and 
external anatomy, embryology, life 'history, parasites, etc. 
Present indications are that it will take an average of about 
six years to, finish (?) each one of these projects'. Yet such a 
seemingly slow rate of progress is made possible only by the 
fact that some one working somewhere lhlas described these tw~o 
species and given them names. The one species was described 
without the describer ever having seen the male! Yet without 
this inadequate description progress on this problem would 
have been very greatly delayed. And so it is in every other 
field that these problems touch. Sone one has described some- 
where 29 species of parasitic hym-enoptera, one of this number 
preying upon -one of the species involved. Yet the cdescriber 
knew only the adult and that only imperfectly, but his knowl- 
edge plus my own sends us one step nearer the complete knowl- 
edge of this species which "X" craves. And our knowledge of 
this species plus some one's knowledge of other related species 
raises us just one step nearer the truth which sihlould be the 
goal of all human thought, andc all science, zoology not even 
excepted. 

I am interested in the phylogenetic relationship of, a group 
of insects of no great economic importance. Especially am I 
interested in the genealogical tree of these insects as shown by 
the groups of characters of one structure. Now sutch work is 
made possible becAuse three mei in this country heave devoted 
their entire time describing new species and new genera in this 
group. Without these descriptions many of which might ha-ve 
served as well as the one quoted on plag!e 370, and without the 
collections of insects which these three men have made it would 
be impossible for me to make any progress along the line of a 
genealogical tree, which it is my fond hope will be of sone use 
to the systeniatists of this group -and to zoologists in general. 

I have long -wondered what could be called trivial characters. 
A few illustrations of the importance of,' so-called trivial char- 
acters in other fields than systemnatics niay perhaps occur to " X. 
One of the most important that h.as comie to, my notice was that 
of a, cytologist who discovered differences in the chromlosomaal 
characters 'of two different sets of individuals of tihe ''same 
specie's" only to discover later that systeniatists had long dis- 
tingu ished between these two fornis on the basis of characters 
more trivial than whether they were "pink with blue spots"' or 
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"blue with pink spots. " Again two species of scale insects 
are separated by the fa.et that one has the medianilobes of the 
pygidium rounded while the other has the median lobes conical 
(external characters). Yet one lives on oak trees and has at 
least four generations annually and the other lives on maple trees 
and has only a single generation annually. Now if " X" thillks 
that these facts 'would have been discovered as easily and as 
quickly as they have beeii discovered, if Protfessor Comstoek had 
not pointed out these "trivial characters" some thirty-ocMd years 
ago, he thinks differently than I think. Yet the applications of 
these facts is of vast importance to the hiorticaulturalist and land- 
scape architect or any other artisan who works to beantify our 
landscapes with trees, or ainy one who attempts to control these 
two pests. 

I have no doubt that Linnelus was accused of relying on 
trivial characters for separating some of his genera and species. 
It would be interesting if history could tell us anid it would be 
still more interesting if we could look into the future, say 100 
years, and see what systenmiatists and others will say about the 
present-day systemnatists who overlooked sueh perfectly obvious 
characters as the extra spines on the hind leg of species "a" as 
contrasted with "b'.' and their wonder and amazement that 
systematists of this our glorious twentietlh century should have 
overlooked such im-nportant and obvious characters. So it will 
be in other fields. The histologist of the future will Swonder why 
we used such crude killing and fixing agents; and will, m-ore 
than likely, refer to our finest precision microtollmes with a 
shrug much as we refer to the stone lhatchets of the men of the 
Old Stone Age. 

I make this somewhiat extendeed plea because it seems to me 
that " X " has unconsciously clone the systeimatists a great 
wrong.2 "X's" attitude may discourage promising young men 
from entering the field of systematic~s where their help is greatly 
needed. Let us therefore llay aside our critical air and our 
sitting in juidgm ent to decide just whiat is worth while and what 
isn't and turn our attention to utilizing the results of other 
workers in other fields to the greatest extent. The systematist 

2 That all may see that my plea is entirely unselfish, I will state that I am 
not a systematist and that I have lever described a single I newl spe- 
cies. ' My attitude is simply oine of gratitude to the systemiatists who have 
helped me with my problems. 
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is human like the rest of us, le has his limitations like the rest 
of us, but he believes, I think justly, that his work is pioneer 
work of great huiportalnce; and, if occasionally he gets beyond 
the limited range of our embryologist's microscope or our an- 
atomist's scalpels and needles, let us not accuse him of wandering 
alonaag the River of Doubt or being a lineal descenldant of the 
fainons Baron Munchaulsen. But let us look upon the sys- 
temnatist 's work as the foundation for the glorious structure, 
modern zoology, which completedd 'by his other co-workers will 
stand four square to the wind for all time to come. We do not 
need to defend system'nlatics oon the basis of " (1) the advertise- 
ment theory; (2) the recognition mark theory;" although both 
are perhaps mnore important than "X" intimates. Bult what is 
vastly more important is the faict that systemnatics is the basis 
for all real work in zoology. And the morphologist or anatonhist 
who takes the attitude that systemnatics is to be entirely avoided 
or, what is worse, is to be simply laughed at is placing himself 
in the same class as the man who says that there is no such thing 
as matter in the world. Sooner or later he is going to bump into 
the fact that systenmatics must 'play its part in hils field aund that 
systemiaties is broader than the questioii whether the secondn d 
joint is longer than the third" or 'whether a species should be 
called aabus Smith or beaibus Jones. 

Z. 
3 Just what do-es "X" think about the anatomist who discussed at great 

length the anatomy of, let us say, the ''American frog (lama tempor-aria) " 
because that was the name given the frog in his perfectly good English 
''Text-book of Zoology'"; when the context shows that the frog he was 
dealing with was the common leopard frog (Rana pipiens) ? 
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